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Abstract: The ring opening reaction of both singlet and triplet cyclopropylidene has been studied theoretically. The inadequacy 
of correlation diagrams as applied to this problem is discussed and the reaction is studied first with severe geometrical restric
tions and then with little restriction. The equivalence of the conrotatory, disrotatory, and monorotatory energy surfaces at the 
nonrotatory axis is pointed out, and from the attachment of the three surfaces it is possible to predict the course of the complex 
reaction with a substantial degree of accuracy. The theoretically derived reaction pathway accounts for all experimental obser
vations. The Simplex geometry optimization procedure is outlined in the Appendix as an efficient method for optimization of 
molecular geometries and for following chemical reactions. Some of the difficulties involved in following reaction pathways 
without prior knowledge of the location of the transition state are illustrated. 

The preparation of allenes by the ring opening of cyclopro
pylidenes (or the corresponding carbenoids) has been used 
widely in the synthesis of both cyclic2'6 and acyclic26"8 allenes 
since the reaction was first reported by Doering9 in 1958.10 
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In principle there are four basic modes of ring opening which 
are accessible to this reaction: 

( I ) A conrotatory opening leading either to an orthogonal'2 

or a planar13 allene 

(2) A disrotatory opening to give a planar allene 

(3) A "monorotatory" opening to give an orthogonal al 
lene 
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(4) A "nonrotatory" opening to give a planar allene 
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In 1967 Borden,14 using correlation diagrams, suggested 
that singlet cyclopropylidene opened by the "monorotatory" 
mode described above and the triplet did not open at all. This 
suggestion appeared to be supported by the reports7'81'15-17 that 
while olefins react with singlet carbon atoms to form allenes 

and spiropentanes, they form only spiropentanes with triplet 
carbon.17-18 In both these reactions, cyclopropylidenes were 
proposed as intermediates: 

en + c=c — T > -£=£-. l:c$ 
C ^. C=C 

CM + C=C 
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However, later investigations revealed that no spiropentanes 
were formed in the reactions involving triplet carbon16 and it 
now appears possible that the triplet carbene was never formed 
during this reaction. 

Dewar19'20 has studied theoretically the reaction of a singlet 
carbon atom with ethylene using the MINDO/2 approximate 
method. These calculations indicate that the initial reaction 
produces singlet cyclopropylidene, which opens in a nonrota
tory manner'9 to give a planar allene and subsequently 
undergoes internal rotation to yield as a final product normal, 
orthogonal allene. There is experimental evidence, however, 
that a planar allene cannot be an intermediate, at least in the 
formation of certain acyclic allenes. Thus, Jones21"23 has re
ported that optically active /ra«.y-2,3-diphenylcyclopropyli-
dene24 opens to give optically active 1,3-diphenylallene and 
similar results have been obtained for active trans-2,3-di-
methyl-,22'23 2,3-dibutyl-,22 and 2,3-diethylcyclopropylidene.22 

Jones25 interpreted these results in terms of steric control of 
a conrotatory ring opening: 
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with path a being preferred over path b for steric reasons. This 
interpretation is further supported by the assignment of ab
solute configurations to each of the enantiomers of 1,3-di
phenylallene,25 1,3-dimethylallene,24'26 and of their precur
sors.22'24 These results could equally be rationalized in terms 
of steric control of monorotatory openings: 
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Figure 1. Possible initial product geometries formed during the isomer-
ization of cyclopropylidene to allene: (a) bent orthogonal; (b) linear planar; 
(c) bent planar; (d) bent nonplanar; and (e) normal orthogonal allene. 

with paths a being favored relative to paths b.2829 

Optically active cis-2,3-disubstituted cyclopropylidenes 
(unsymmetrical substitution) have also been shown to yield 
optically active allenes,33 and in the cases investigated the re
sultant asymmetry did not appear to be derived from steric 
control. It was therefore suggested that a monorotatory 
opening occurred in which the rotating group supplied a pair 
of electrons to the vacant p orbital of the carbene,33 i.e., elec
tronic factors were proposed to determine which group would 
rotate. 

This retention of optical activity precludes the intermediacy 
of any planar species, thus eliminating the disrotatory and 
nonrotalory ring opening modes, at least in the systems men
tioned here.34 On the other hand, monorotatory opening of 
6-carbcnabicyclo[3.1 .Ojhexane would lead to a geometrically 
impossible,la orthogonal 1,2-cyclohexadiene. Similarly, con-
rotatory opening (to a planar allene) would give an impossibly 
strained transoid allene: 

Therefore, in this case at least, it seems that the opening must 
proceed in a disrotatory or nonrotatory sense. 

In view of the several modes of ring opening available to 
cyclopropylidene, the current interest in the subject, and the 
differing experimental and theoretical evidence for various 
modes in substituted cyclopropylidenes, it seemed an appro
priate question for closer scrutiny and particularly for exam
ination with the newly developed Simplex37 technique for 
optimization of molecular geometries. 

Results and Discussions 
Correlation Diagrams. First, however, it is appropriate to 

discuss this question briefly with reference to the appropriate 
correlation diagrams. These diagrams, based upon the principle 
of conservation of molecular orbital symmetry,41 have provided 
valuable insight into the intimate details of numerous molec
ular rearrangements, but are of limited utility in the present 
case. The reason for this is several-fold. First, the monorotatory 
mode, which at this point must be regarded as a serious con
tender for the ring opening process, conserves no element of 

Figure 2. Definition of the angles 8 and <f> used throughout this work 

molecular symmetry and is thus not amenable to an orbital 
symmetry treatment. 

Second, the ordering of the energy levels in the products and 
in cyclopropylidene itself is not totally unambiguous and, de
pending on these orderings, different outcomes may be pre
dicted. In cyclopropylidene, the relative ordering of the two 
nonbonding orbitals is presumably such that the pure p orbital, 
antisymmetric with respect to the plane of the molecule, is of 
higher energy than the symmetric orbital possessing consid
erable s character. If the initially formed product is a linear, 
orthogonal allene there is also little difficulty, but four alter
native initial geometries must also be considered: (a) orthog
onal bent; (b) planar linear; (c) planar bent; and (d) nonplanar 
bent. These are illustrated in Figure 1. In some of these the 
intuitive ordering is adequate, but in others recourse must be 
made to more sophisticated calculations. Even so, in most cases 
two or more of the crucial orbitals are so similar energetically 
that the distinction between allowedness and forbiddenness 
loses its clarity. Most importantly, however, it is under precisely 
these circumstances that subtleties such as a change in the ring 
opening mode might be expected to occur during the reaction. 
These changes cannot be revealed except in the most detailed 
analysis of the reaction pathway. 

Energy Surfaces. A complete analysis of this problem would 
involve the calculation of a reaction surface with fifteen (3n 
— 6) geometrical variables and while this is certainly within 
our present capabilities it probably is unnecessary and wasteful 
of computer time. As shall be seen below, a moderately com
plete analysis of the reaction surfaces has been made, but we 
chose initially to carry out a series of exploratory calculations 
on geometries constrained so that potential surfaces could be 
prepared for each of the simple reaction modes (dis-, con-, 
mono-, and nonrotatory).42 

Singlet Surfaces. Calculations for the conrotatory and dis
rotatory openings were carried out with the C(I )-C(2)-C(3) 
bond angle varying from 60 to 180° in steps of 30°. At each 
value of this angle (0), calculations were made in which the 
dihedral angle (</>) between the plane of either methylene group 
and the plane of the three carbon atoms was varied from 0 to 
90° in 15° increments. All other bond lengths and angles were 
kept constant44 and the two methylene groups were rotated 
simultaneously so as to maintain the symmetry necessary for 
a disrotatory or conrotatory mode (see Figure 2). 

Using only two variables it is possible to represent the energy 
surfaces as contour diagrams by projection onto a plane the 
two edges of which define the angles 0 and 0. It is then seen that 
the diagrams for the conrotatory and disrotatory openings have 
a common edge (the 6 axis, <j> = 90°) corresponding to nonro
tatory opening. Consequently these three processes are rep
resented in the same energy contour diagram in Figure 3. 

In this diagram the geometry of cyclopropylidene is defined 
by the origin, O. Motion along the axes OM and ON are re
spectively disrotatory and conrotatory isomerization of cy
clopropylidene without opening the C(2)-C(l)-C(3) angle. 
Motion along the OY axis represents a nonrotatory opening 
to a planar, linear allene Y, and motion along the edge YZ 
corresponds only to molecular rotation and not to any change 
in molecular geometry. The point P has a geometry corre
sponding to normal orthogonal allene. 
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Figure 3. Energy contour diagram for the conrotatory, disrotatory, and 
nonrotatory openings of singlet cyclopropylidene. The energies are all 
negative and in atomic units. The left half of the figure represents disro
tatory motion, the right side, conrotatory motion. The shaded portion 
defines the geometries in which the triplet is of lower energy than the 
singlet. See the text for a discussion of various features of this diagram. 

From this crude energy surface we can make some inter
esting tentative observations which are substantiated by the 
more detailed calculations below. First there is no energy 
minimum at the point which corresponds to cyclopropylidene 
itself. While this could be taken as evidence for the absence of 
cyclopropylidene as an intermediate, we should stress that our 
geometric assumptions (both C-C bonds 1.31 A and com
pletely planar methylene carbons) substantially increase the 
energy of this species.44 The nearest minimum is located at A, 
which corresponds to a cyclopropylidene partially opened in 
a disrotatory sense. This suggests that the initial opening of 
cyclopropylidene would favor the disrotatory mode. 

From A, the reactive "intermediate" has three paths by 
which it might sensibly escape: via the saddle at C resulting in 
racemization of an optically active cyclopropylidene; via the 
saddle at B leading to a planar allene formed by a disrotatory 
opening; and finally by the lowest energy pathway over the 
saddle D, at which the two methylenes have returned to a 
nonrotated position, and down the hill to the perpendicular 
allene product P. 

Evidently escape via the saddle at C has not been realized 
experimentally since, to our knowledge, no products derived 
unequivocally from a racemized cyclopropylidene have been 
reported. Some escape by this route and also over the saddle 
at B is possible, however, since in none of the reactions de
scribed earlier was the reaction 100% stereospecific.48 

The most favored pathway indicated by these calculations, 
viz., O-A-D-P is interesting and fully compatible with the 
experimental data presently available,5-21 _23-25'27'33'35'36 though 
somewhat at variance with the calculations of Dewar et al.19-20 

which predicted that the path would be largely nonrotatory. 
Our calculations outlined above indicate a change of ring 

opening mode during the reaction, that is, the reaction appears 
to be opening in a disrotatory sense (O - • A), but reverses its 
motion (A -»• D) to yield a nonrotated transition state and then 
continues on to its product (D - • P) in a conrotatory motion. 
The overall reaction thus appears to be conrotatory. 

How does this apparent change of ring opening mode 
manifest itself in the relevant correlation diagrams? Put most 
simply, the key lies in the relative energies of the two non-
bonding orbitals which make up the carbene site. An exami
nation of the eigenvectors during this opening indicates that 
the symmetrical sp* orbital, initially having a high degree of 
s character and therefore lower energy, causes a disrotatory 
opening to be allowed. However as the unique C-C-C bond 
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Figure 4. Energy contour diagram for the monorotatory opening of singlet 
cyclopropylidene. The energies are all negative and in atomic units. This 
diagram can be regarded as being perpendicular to Figure 3 and attached 
to it by superimposing the common lines OY, i.e., <j> = 90°. See the text 
for a discussion of the value of this operation. 

angle increases, this orbital becomes less s-like and in fact at 
the saddle D (8 = 90°) it is of higher energy than the an
tisymmetric "p" orbital—hence favoring a conrotatory opening 
for the remainder of the process. 

Any conclusion as to the exact reaction path taken by the 
opening cyclopropylidene even with the severe geometrical 
constraints we have arbitrarily imposed44 must take into ac
count that the reacting species need not necessarily be sym
metrical, i.e., not strictly conrotatory or disrotatory, but may 
include an unsymmetrical monorotatory mode or a spectrum 
of combinations in between. The monorotatory opening can 
be described adequately by the same variables 8 and 0 where 
the latter has the same definition as before except, of course, 
that it refers to the angle of rotation of only one of the methy
lenes; let us call it C3H2; the other methylene, CbH2, does not 
rotate throughout the entire process. The monorotatory energy 
contour diagram is shown in Figure 4. This figure also has an 
edge common to both the conrotatory and disrotatory di
agrams, viz., the nonrotatory edge. It appears to be a trivial 
exercise, but in fact it is most constructive, to visualize this 
figure attached, and perpendicular to Figure 3, the line of in
tersection being the nonrotatory opening axis. Furthermore 
we can imagine this now as being the beginning of a solid of 
revolution about OY, the solid being made up of a series of 
planes each passing through OY and making an angle a with 
the conrotatory plane. In such an event, each point can be de
fined by three variables 8, 0, and a. 8 has its previous signifi
cance, (j) is the angle of rotation of C3H2, and a defines the 
degree of rotation of CbH2 such that 

0(CbH2) = 0(C3H2) cos a 
both angles being measured in the conrotatory sense (i.e., 
0(CbH2) = -0(C3H2) for a symmetrical disrotatory ar
rangement). Schematically, these operations are summarized 
as: t F= - 1 9 = 9 0 

- - . \ - - - - -
D 
I 
S 

V___^=90 
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Figure 5. Definition of the independent variables permitted in all Simplex 
optimizations. 

This cylinder of revolution now has a very distinct value: we 
can visualize, and if we wished could represent, all possible 
opening processes on one diagram. Actually without per
forming the calculations for any more planes in this solid, we 
can answer a most important question: Subject to the given 
approximations, does the opening proceed as described above, 
or does the species lose its symmetry and thus move out of the 
plane of Figure 3? The answer to this question is that the re
action does, most probably, leave the plane of Figure 3, and in 
the process loses all elements of symmetry. 

The reasoning behind this conclusion is as follows: We can 
identify certain contour lines as defining equienergetic sur
faces. Thus the contours of energy —23.07 au, all of which meet 
at the nonrotatory axis OY, must define the same curved 
surface of —23.07 au. Furthermore, it is either an unfortunate 
coincidence, or the lines of energy -23.08, -23.09, and -23.10 
au also define, respectively, curved equienergetic surfaces 
cutting both planes. Thus, a reacting carbene, climbing out of 
the energy well at A, when it reaches the —23.10 au contour 
can explore this surface in the disrotatory, conrotatory, and 
monorotatory regions without having to go to the higher energy 
needed to pass through the nonrotatory state D. Furthermore 
from these diagrams, if progress from the disrotatory config
uration through the monorotatory plane were to take place 
even approximately in the region of —23.1 au this conversion 
is indicated as taking place at the same time as the methylene 
C3H2 continues its forward motion, but without a substantial 
increase in the angle 8 beyond 90-100°. 

Following from this admitted speculation we examine the 
reaction more closely by placing more reasonable, less de
manding constraints on the system and allowing substantially 
more degrees of freedom than the three discussed above. In the 
next set of calculations only two geometrical parameters were 
maintained constant: the H-C-H angles were 115° and the 
C-H bond lengths were 1.08 A. The angle 8 was increased in 
steps and at each value of 8 the optimum combination of the 
following six variables was determined: (1) the angle between 
the bisector of the H-C3-H angle and the C( I ) -Q bond, a,; 
(2) the dihedral angle between the C3H2 group and the ring 
plane, /3i; (3) the angle between the bisector of the H-Cb-H 
angle and the C(I)-Cb bond, a2; (4) the dihedral angle be
tween the plane of the CbH2 group and the ring plane, fe (5) 
the C(I)-C bond distance, /?,; and (6) the C(I)-Cb bond 
distance, /?2. These variables are shown in Figure 5. 

An iterative method, a modification of the Simplex algo
rithm,49 was used to determine the optimum combination of 
these six variables. The object of this exercise was to optimize 
the geometry of cyclopropylidene by maintaining 6 = 60° and 
finding that combination of geometric variables which yielded 
the minimum in energy, then, to increase the angle 6 and 
reoptimize the geometry, and to keep repeating this process 
until 8 was 180°, at which point one might hope to have fol
lowed completely the reaction path. 

But there is a difficulty, and this is illustrated by reference 
to the simple hypothetical reaction defined precisely by the two 
variables R and 5 in the energy contour diagram of Figure 6. 

Figure 6. A hypothetical energy contour diagram for a reaction described 
precisely by two variables, R and S\ but in which an increase in R does not 
adequately describe progress along the reaction coordinate. See text for 
a discussion of the significant points of this diagram. 

This overall reaction shows little change in S and a gross 
change in R. The correct reaction pathway is given by A-M-P 
and the reaction coordinate then is the progress along this path. 
However, in order to calculate the reaction pathway without 
constructing a complete contour diagram one might be forgiven 
for optimizing the geometry at A, increasing R to R\, reop-
timizing the geometry, and repeating the process for R2, R3, 
. . . , Rp. But in doing this, we in fact do not follow the true 
reaction pathway. Instead we follow the path A-B-C-P and the 
only way in which we could have done this correctly would have 
been to know the location of the transition state first, and then 
to have worked away from it toward both the starting material 
and the product. This, of course, defeats the purpose of the 
exercise, since the location of the transition state would require 
the construction of something approaching a complete contour 
diagram. One may be fortunate, and if nature cooperates in 
such a way that increases in an obvious simple variable such 
as the C3-C(I)-Cb bond angle of cyclopropylidene closely 
approximates progress along the reaction coordinate, it may 
be possible to obtain a reasonably accurate picture of how the 
reaction proceeds. Such would be the case in Figure 7. 

There are two ways in which one can estimate the closeness 
with which the true reaction pathway has been followed. First, 
as is shown in Figure 6, a sudden change in energy, and/or a 
geometric variable, corresponding to a small increase in the 
parameter in question is a bad sign. This has been termed a 
"catastrophic collapse".50'51 And second, if the reverse path 
is calculated in the same manner a good choice of reaction 
coordinate is indicated by identical forward and reverse 
pathways. Differing pathways, or chemical hysteresis,50-55 

demand that the choice has been imperfect, and the magnitude 
of the hysteresis is a measure of the inadequacy with which the 
reaction coordinate has been defined. It is emphasized, how
ever, that catastrophic collapses and chemical hysteresis are 
merely the consequences of an unfortunate choice of the re
action coordinate and are not the hallmarks of a new type of 
nonclassical reaction surface or pathway as some may infer 
from the literature.50 

In spite of these potential difficulties56 and because the angle 
8 appeared adequately to describe the progress of the cyclo
propylidene ring opening, we ventured to proceed, but with one 
precaution: the angle 8 was increased from 60 to 180° then 
decreased again to 60°, thus executing a complete cycle: cy
clopropylidene —>- allene —• cyclopropylidene (see Table I). 

The geometry of the species calculated aid = 60° with these 
less stringent constraints was in good agreement with that 
expected for cyclopropylidene, having the planes of both 
methylenes almost perpendicular to the ring (total twist was 
2.63° in a disrotatory sense57) and almost bisecting their re
spective C-C-C angles.58 The C-C bond lengths were similar 
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Table I. The Variation, with the Angle t 
Cyclopropylidene" 

, of the Six Independent Variables Defined in the Text and in Figure 5 for the Opening of Singlet 

M e g 

60 
72 
84 
90 
96 

108 
120 
126 
144 
150 
162 
173 
180 
176 
165 
150 
140 
120 
115 
100 
90 
80 
70 
60 

«i ,deg 

35.88 
15.72 
8.83 
4.00 
8.83 
9.92 
8.73 

11.80 
9.00 
5.30 
7.12 
5.25 
3.73 
3.37 
3.37 
4.52 
4.56 
6.39 
7.99 
6.92 
8.17 
8.64 

12.46 
21.23 

/3i,deg 

91.93 
118.15 
126.33 
131.43 
123.83 
93.59 
89.55 
96.09 
96.88 
93.55 
99.38 

101.88 
98.55 

104.38 
103.38 
97.96 

107.25 
100.46 
107.25 
103.11 
94.36 
88.48 
87.49 
92.36 

«2. deg 

36.10 
15.31 
6.00 
7.27 
0.97 

-3.31 
-1 .95 
-2 .68 
-3 .95 
-4 .89 
-3 .32 
-2 .70 
-2 .70 
-2 .07 
-4 .07 
-4.21 
-2.51 
-3 .58 

0.93 
4.87 
6.44 
2.97 
4.42 

14.12 

ft>, deg 

89.30 
63.10 
50.10 
46.01 
35.10 
-2 .59 
-5 .02 
-3 .84 
-6 .10 
-3 .64 
-7 .35 
-8 .60 
-5 .52 
-9 .85 

-12.85 
-7 .90 

-13.55 
-9 .14 

-12.93 
-10.87 

1.00 
-0 .42 
-1 .04 

2.36 

fli.A 

1.469 
1.388 
1.346 
1.329 
1.346 
1.323 
1.312 
1.323 
1.314 
1.309 
1.314 
1.314 
1.309 
1.314 
1.311 
1.310 
1.314 
1.310 
1.314 
1.319 
1.319 
1.335 
1.360 
1.425 

Ri, A 

1.457 
1.387 
1.345 
1.342 
1.345 
1.326 
1.323 
1.326 
1.316 
1.306 
1.316 
1.316 
1.306 
1.316 
1.299 
1.313 
1.315 
1.313 
1.315 
1.331 
1.331 
1.361 
1.407 
1.454 

Energy* 

25 
36 
65 
83 
97 
74 
55 
45 
20 
15 
5 
1 
0 
0 
4 

14 
26 
56 
67 
84 
79 
54 
50 
72 

" The lower entries (with decreasing 6) refer to the "reverse" reaction. * The energies are in kcal/mol above the 11 
-14 598kcal/mol. 

)° geometry which was 

Figure 7. A hypothetical energy contour diagram for a reaction described 
precisely by two variables R and 5, in which an increase in R is an ade
quate description of progress along the reaction coordinate. 

(C(l)-C(2), 1.457; C(l) -C(3) , 1.469; C(2)-C(3), 1.463 A59) 
and the total energy of the system was 19 kcal/mol lower than 
that obtained using "expected" bond lengths and angles.60 

As the angle 8 was increased from 60 to 90° the methylene 
groups twisted in a disrotatory manner,61 each methylene as
suming a greater degree of planarity, the C-C bond lengths 
decreased appropriately, and the molecule maintained quite 
closely a a plane of symmetry. 

Increasing 8 to 96° caused that methylene which had rotated 
least to reverse its direction of motion, while the other con
tinued to twist in the same direction. Although a conrotatory 
motion had begun the static geometry was still of a disrotatory 
nature, but was far less symmetrical.62 This molecule repre
sented a maximum in energy and if assumed to be the transi
tion state yielded £ a c t = 72 kcal/mol.63 

As 8 was increased further, the conrotatory motion contin
ued rapidly, the molecule eventually attaining the orthogonal 
form with reasonable bond lengths and bond angles.65 The 
variation of the total energy of the system with 8 is shown in 
Figure 8. 

-23-12 

-23-16 

-23-28 -, 

Figure 8. A plot of the variation of the total energy of the reacting singlet 
cyclopropylidene as a function of the angle S. Circles denote points cal
culated for the forward reaction, squares denote the "reverse" reaction. 

This calculated mode of opening accommodates all the ex
perimental evidence5,21 '23 '25 '27 '33 as well as do the previously 
postulated monorotatory5'14'33 and conrotatory5'25 modes. In 
the case of optically active monocyclic trans-2,3-disubstituted 
cyclopropylidenes21"23'25 the initial disrotation would occur 
until steric hindrance between one of the substituents and 
hydrogen became substantial, at which point that CHR group 
with the inner R would reverse its rotation (Figure 9). In the 
case of optically active, monocyclic cis-2,3-disubstituted cy-
clopropylidenes,33 the initial disrotation should occur so that 
both hydrogens are brought inward (to minimize steric re
pulsions). The CHR group which (for electronic reasons) ac-
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^ v r ^ ^ _ pi^l( J l * v ^ : V 
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" ^ i C = C = C 
H \ 

H 
Figure 9. Asymmetric induction in the opening of optically active trans-
2,3-disubstituted cyclopropylidenes. The paths on the left are sterically 
favored. 

cepts an electron pair from the filled sp* orbital then reverses 
its direction of rotation (Figure 10). In either case, this path
way accounts for the formation of the appropriate enantiomers 
(as might be expected since the pathway is, overall, monoro-
tatory). 

The application of this "mixed-mode" mechanism to the 
opening of «-carbenabicyclo[(« — 3). 1.0]alkanes (giving cyclic 
allenes) is somewhat more complex. In the case of the small, 
cyclic allenes,66 for which conrotatory or monorotatory opening 
is geometrically impossible, the initial disrotatory opening 
probably continues to planarity (note that the maximum 
C-C-C angle (ca. 120° in 1,2-cyclohexadiene) for these 
species is not much greater than that where the change in sense 
of rotation occurs). Disrotatory opening to planar, bent allenes 
(B < 127°) is symmetry allowed. 

For the generation of medium67 (Ci and Cg) ring allenes, 
which are probably bent and neither orthogonal nor planar,1 

the initial disrotatory opening would occur until the dihedral 
angle was approximately that of the product. At this point one 
group would stop its motion (if the dihedral angle of the 
product is "overshot" this group reverses) and the other would 
continue rotating until a normal 7r bond to it is achieved:68 

The initial disrotatory opening is pictured as bringing both 
hydrogens outward, as the opposite sense, if continued to pla
narity, would give a doubly transoid, bent, planar allene. If, 
however, the initial disrotatory opening is of this sense, then 
that group ultimately achieving a normal r bond would reverse, 
while the other stops at (or continues rotating to yield) the 
proper dihedral angle:68 

H Q'~;,H IHv-, 

To our knowledge, there are no experimental data which would 
enable one to choose between these possibilities.68 

For the generation of large, cyclic allenes,66 the mixed-mode 
mechanism would probably be followed just as in the genera
tion of acyclic allenes if the starting carbene had cis-fused 
rings. For bicyclic carbenes with trans fusion, this would also 
be true if the ring size is large enough. However, optically ac
tive 9-carbena-Jra/u-bicyclo[6.1.0]nonane opens in the sense 
opposite to that expected from the optically active monocyclic 
trans-disubstituted cyclopropylidenes,35,36 presumably because 
of ring strain.34'69,70 

It is of interest that although the small cyclic allenes were 
expected to be generated by a completely different mode of 

te^¥ 

Figure 10. Asymmetric induction in the opening of optically active cis-
2,3-disubstituted cyclopropylidenes. X facilitates electron donation from 
the carbene center to the carbon bonded to it and/or Y facilitates donation 
to the vacant carbene orbital. 

opening than acyclic allenes, and although these calculations 
were done for unsubstituted allene, a "mixed-mode" of open
ing, enabling a spectrum of mechanism dependent on ring size, 
is predicted. It is also worthy of note that Salem has predicted 
reversals of the sense of rotation in another cyclopropane 
system.53 

Following this reaction on the reverse path leads to a diffi
culty. In the range B = 180 to 110°, as can be seen from Figure 
8, the energies of the forward and reverse paths run closely in 
parallel. The geometrical changes for the reverse process are 
also largely the converse of the forward reaction: binding at 
C(2), with rotation in a conrotatory sense, except that the 
degree of rotation is always slightly more than for the corre
sponding forward reaction. Then in the region of B = 110° the 
paths diverge. First, the energies are substantially different, 
but more importantly, the geometries differ drastically. This 
is the region where, during the forward reaction, there was a 
most rapid change in the rotation of the two methylenes and 
the change from disrotatory to conrotatory motion. It does not 
appear that there has been a catastrophic collapse during the 
forward reaction, however, since the E vs. B curve is smoother, 
as also are plots of the angles of rotation of the methylenes vs. 
B. 

More distressing is the fact that as the reverse reaction is 
continued the pathway does not lead back to cyclopropylidene, 
but rather to a severely bent orthogonal allene. Evidently what 
has happened is that the reverse reaction has not been able to 
negotiate the tortuous path of the forward reaction, but has 
instead followed through a lower energy "pass" to a more ac
cessible but less stable product. 

This points out another problem involved in attempts to 
follow reaction pathways without recourse to complete (3n — 
6) dimensional energy diagrams. Consider again a hypothetical 
two-dimensional energy contour diagram, Figure 11. Starting 
from either A or B and considering R as the reaction coordi
nate, it would be possible to follow the true reaction pathway 
relatively closely to C, but in the reverse reaction either A or 
B might be selected depending upon the minute details in the 
region of X. It is interesting and perhaps relevant that, to our 
knowledge, there is no report of the reverse reaction of allene 
—• cyclopropylidene.73"76 

Certainly we would not claim that the reverse path calcu
lated here remotely approximates the real forward path. On 
the other hand the calculated forward path does have consid-
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Figure 11. A hypothetical energy contour diagram in which the "reverse" 
reaction may not lead to the starting material of the forward reaction. 

erable merit in its ability to account for the experimental data, 
in its continuity, and its similarity to the path predicted from 
Figures 3 and 4, but closer scrutiny is necessary, particularly 
in the region of the transition state, before it can be claimed 
to accurately describe the "real" reaction pathway. 

The Triplet Reaction. The energy contour diagrams for the 
conrotatory and disrotatory openings of the triplet cyclopro-
pylidene are combined in Figure 12. The first significant fea
ture seen in this figure is that the local minimum most nearly 
corresponding to the geometry of cyclopropylidene itself is, at 
A, partially opened (by a nonrotatory process) more probably 
as the result of the geometric approximations rather than as 
a reflection of reality. Considering first the conrotatory portion 
of the diagram the only reasonable course for the reaction 
would be over the "saddle" at B. However, inclusion of the 
disrotatory segment in the same diagram shows that this 
pathway would be discarded by the reacting molecule in favor 
of the completely disrotatory opening through the "pass" at 
C and downhill to a linear planar form which is the most stable 
geometry of the triplet allene.1 

Examination of the monorotatory diagram, Figure 13, and 
considering its attachment to the above diagram at the com
mon nonrotatory axis, indicates that while there might be some 
local exploration of the monorotatory mode as far as the 
—23.09-au contour, the reacting species would have no need 
to venture further in this direction, since an exoergic outlet is 
afforded it at C. Thus, tentatively, we would expect the course 
of reaction for the opening of the triplet cyclopropylidene to 
be an almost purely disrotatory process. 

The shaded portions of these two figures represent those 
areas in which the triplet state is calculated to be more stable 
than the singlet of the same geometry and it is seen that as the 
molecule is ascending to the "transition state pass" at C it may 
reasonably undergo intersystem crossing to the singlet of the 
same geometry and therefore follow, for the remainder of the 
reaction, the path described for the singlet. The overall stere
ochemistry would then be the same as for the singlet reac
tion. 

We have also examined this reaction by the Simplex pro
cedure. The starting point (9 = 60°) again gives a thoroughly 
reasonable geometry for the cyclopropylidene (see Table II) 
and the energy of this species is 22 kcal/mol higher than for 
the most stable singlet of approximately the same geometry. 
As 8 increases from 60 to 90° the cyclopropylidene opens in 
essentially a nonrotatory manner with both methylene carbons 
becoming almost planar.77 As 8 is increased further to 105° 
a disrotatory motion is evident and the a plane is conserved to 
a substantial degree. The geometry with d = 105° represents 
an energy maximum and if taken as the transition state yields63 

Eact. - 74 kcal/mol. Further increase of the angle 0 up to 180° 
results in a smooth energy vs. 6 curve and the strict retention 

180 

•150 

120 

0 

90 

• • • 6 0 

Figure 12. Energy contour diagram for the conrotatory (right half of fig
ure) and disrotatory (left half) openings of triplet cyclopropylidene. The 
energies are all negative and in atomic units. The shaded portion defines 
the geometries in which the triplet is of lower energy than the singlet. See 
the text for a discussion of the various features of this diagram. 
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Figure 13. Energy contour diagram for the monorotatory opening of triplet 
cyclopropylidene. The energies are all negative and in atomic units. The 
diagram can be regarded as being perpendicular to Figure 12 and attached 
to it along OY. See the text for a discussion of the value of this opera
tion. 

of the a plane to yield a linear planar allene with C-C bond 
lengths of 1.331 and 1.339 A. The overall reaction as calculated 
by this procedure is endoergic by 35 kcal/mol and would not 
be expected to be of importance experimentally. There are no 
reports in the literature, to our knowledge, of a triplet cyclo
propylidene opening to an allene.78 

The attempt to follow the reverse reaction is even less suc
cessful for the triplet than for the singlet: The geometry 
throughout twists reluctantly in a disrotatory sense and is 
relatively symmetrical down to about 90°, but it is substantially 
more planar than for the forward reaction. In the region of 90°, 
however, the forward and reverse reactions differ widely in 
both energy and geometry. This process continues to 75°, be
yond which point a "catastrophic collapse" apparently occurs 
when the geometry and energy change drastically to values 
relatively similar to those of cyclopropylidene itself. 

The problem can be better understood by virtue of the 
simplicity of the reaction. Throughout both the forward and 
reverse reactions the geometry of the reacting species is well 
described as being close to the disrotatory segment of Figure 
12. The points calculated for the forward and reverse paths are 
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Table II. The Variation, with the Angle 6, of the Six Independent Variables Defined in the Text and in Figure 5 for the Opening of Triplet 
Cyclopropylidene" 

Meg 

60 
75 
90 

105 
120 
135 
150 
165 
180 
165 
150 
135 
120 
105 
90 
75 
60 

«i ,deg 

30.00 
23.37 

5.98 
0.76 

-0 .80 
0.44 

-0.81 
0.44 

-1 .43 
0.44 

-2 .68 
-0 .49 
-2 .37 
-0 .20 

6.05 
23.31 
30.55 

0i,deg 

91.00 
89.80 
89.97 

146.00 
151.00 
155.15 
154.53 
158.53 
161.03 
163.53 
164.78 
166.28 
168.78 
169.46 
164.46 
181.15 
265.74 

a2, deg 

28.00 
15.00 

1.79 
-3.81 
-1 .63 
-0 .76 
-3 .26 
-1.51 
-0 .89 
-0 .26 
-0 .89 
-1 .95 
-1 .33 
-1 .80 

4.45 
26.48 
41.40 

^2. deg 

89.00 
91.30 
86.32 
34.44 
32.56 
31.10 
23.60 
23.10 
21.85 
20.60 
16.85 
14.47 
13.22 
12.07 
14.57 
5.28 

87.33 

Ru A 

1.467 
1.375 
1.338 
1.357 
1.357 
1.349 
1.349 
1.331 
1.331 
1.331 
1.331 
1.348 
1.348 
1.363 
1.363 
1.382 
1.453 

R2, A 

1.450 
1.369 
1.347 
1.354 
1.354 
1.345 
1.345 
1.339 
1.339 
1.339 
1.339 
1.339 
1.339 
1.358 
1.358 
1.365 
1.456 

Energy* 

0 
9 

60 
74 
68 
47 
40 
36 
35 
36 
39 
40 
45 
57 
74 

110 
3 

" The lower entries (with decreasing 6) refer to the "reverse" reaction, 
kcal/mol). 

1 The energies are in kcal/mol above the starting material (—14551 

represented approximately on that figure. Of course the opti
mization of some of the minor variables would result in small 
differences in the absolute energies and general characteristics 
primarily in the region of cyclopropylidene, but adequate detail 
remains particularly around the geometry of the product to 
enable us to see what is happening. The forward path follows 
closely the expected "real" path particularly if geometric op
timization in the region of the saddle C were to relocate it 
slightly. On the reverse route, however, the molecule cannot 
"look ahead" to the pass which it should take, and blindly 
follows the valley of least resistance, which gradually leads it 
further and further away from the transition state geometry. 
As this misled species presses further toward 8 = 60° its valley 
finally disappears, whence it is left to tumble right across the 
diagram to the region of the geometry of cyclopropylidene. 

Because of the fortunate simplification of this reaction to 
basically two variables, it appears that the forward reaction 
path as calculated by the Simplex procedure is quite a good 
representation of the actual reaction pathway at least as viewed 
through the eyes of the INDO approximation. 
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Appendix: The Simplex Optimization Technique 
Simplex optimization, an iterative method for the rapid, 

simultaneous optimization of a large number of variables, was 
first developed by Spendley, Hext, and Himsworth.79'80 The 
basic Simplex algorithm consists of the following steps: 

(1) For each variable assign initial low and high values. 
(2) For JV variables set up an JV X (JV + 1) matrix as fol

lows: 

V 
a 
t 
i 
a 
b 
1 
p 

N 
U 

m b 
e 
r 

1 
2 
3 

N-I 
{ N 

1 

L 
L 
L 

L 
L 

2 

H 
L 
L 

L 
L 

3 

A 
H 
L 

L 
L 

Point Number 

4 

A 
A 
H 

L 
L 

N~l 

. A 

. A 

. A 

L 
L 

N N+l 

A A 
A A 
A A 

H A 
L H 

where L represents the low value of the variable in question, 
H, the high value, and A, the average. Each column gives the 
respective values of each of the JV variables. Thus calculation 
4 has the first two variables set at their average values, variable 
three at its high value, and the remaining (JV — 3) variables at 
their low values. Each of the (N + 1) points to be calculated 
represent the (N + 1) vertices of an TV-dimensional simplex 
in the JV-dimensional space8' of the independent variables. A 
two-dimensional simplex would thus be a triangle on a surface, 
a three-dimensional simplex, a tetrahedron, etc. 

(3) Evaluate the response82 for each of the (JV + 1) 
points.83 

(4) Replace the worst point84 by a new point obtained by a 
projection from the point to be discarded through the center 
of the opposite hypersurface using the following rule: 

2 £ W1-(Old value), 
New value = —• Old value 

i=\ 

where (Old value),- is the value of a variable for the point in 
molecule /, W, is the weight85 assigned to this point, and the 
summations are over the JV points being retained. Old value 
is the value of the variable in question for the point being dis
carded. This rule is succinctly summarized as "twice the av
erage of the best minus the worst" and is depicted for two 
variables where point 3 gives the worst response as: 

Variable 2 

2 4 

3 1 

Variable 1 

(5) Evaluate the response (i.e., energy) at the new point and 
return to step 4. 

(6) If the new point happens to give the worst response in 
the new simplex then the projection procedure would return 
to the point previously discarded, resulting in an interminable 
oscillation. In this event the second worst point is discarded in 
order to allow the simplex to "escape". Graphically, assuming 
the energy ET, > £2 > E\ and £4 > E^. 
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Variable 2 

Variable 1 
(7) Evaluate the response for the new point and return to 

step 4. 
(8) Continue until a suitable response is obtained. 
Because of the nature of the original matrix it may be par

titioned into four submatrices after variable M and point (M 
+ 1). The upper left submatrix may then be used in the original 
manner to operate on the first M variables, the remaining (N 
— M) variables being set at their low values. At any point the 
simplex may be expanded to include the remaining variables 
by adding the two right submatrices. In this event, the value 
for each variable in the upper right matrix is the average of the 
respective variables at the (M + 1) points already evalu
ated. 

1 2 3 . . . MM+1M+2...N+1 

1 
2 
3 

M - I 
M 

M+ 1 

N-I 
N 

L 
L 
L 

L 
L 

L 

L 
L 

H 
L 
L 

L 
L 

L 

L 
L 

A . 
H 
L 

L 
L 

L 

L . 
L 

A 
A 
A 

H 
L 

L 

L 
L 

A 
A 
A 

A 
H 

L 

L 
L 

A . 
A 
A 

A 
A 

H 

L 
L 

A 
A 
A 

A 
A 

A 

A 
H 

This expansion procedure may be repeated as frequently as 
is desired. We have found it useful to "guess" reasonable values 
for variables (such as bond lengths) which may be expected 
to have a strong influence on the response, temporarily to fix 
these values and optimize those remaining (such as bond angles 
and dihedral angles which have a lesser effect), and then to 
expand the simplex to include the "strong" variables. This 
procedure has given us better responses with fewer iterations 
than has the use of the full matrix throughout.lb-86-87 

There are two major deficiencies with the basic Simplex 
algorithm as so far described: (1) there is no method of de
creasing the size of the simplex to allow for convergence at a 
point; and (2) there is no objective method for deciding when 
the optimum has been reached. 

Spendley, Hext, and Himsworth79 have attempted to solve 
this second problem by reasoning that any point near the op
timum will remain in the simplex for a large number of suc
cessive iterations. They determined empirically the minimum 
"lifetime" of a point if it were to be reasonably close to the 
optimum, but the lifetimes are unfortunately rather long for 
our purposes and increase rapidly with the number of variables, 
as can be seen from Table III. 

Table III. The Dependence on the Number of Independent 
Variables of the Minimum Lifetime of a Point for It to Be 
Considered As Being Close to the Optimum Value" 

No. of varia 

2 
5 

10 
20 
30 

bles M nimum lifetime 

3 
9 

21 
52 
92 

We reasoned that an indication of the approach to an opti
mum would be when the most recently calculated point was 
the worst in the newly generated simplex, i.e., resulting from 
a "step" across the optimum. Illustrated in two dimensions this 
would be: 

V 
a 
r 
i 
a 
b 
1 
e vw7 

Variable 2 

Furthermore in such an event the newly generated points 
frequently step back and forth across the optimum without 
getting any closer to it.86 We chose therefore to reduce the size 
of the simplex whenever the newly generated point was the 
worst in the new simplex. The method we chose for doing this 
was to generate a new simplex by using the centers of each of 
the hyperfaces of the old simplex, a process we refer to as 
"rotation". It is illustrated in two dimensions as the generation 
of the simplex a, b, c from 1, 2,3. Hence the steps 6 and 7 above 
were omitted and "rotation" was used in their stead.88 

The second problem, that of deciding when to terminate the 
process, was solved by the simple expedient of assuming that 
when the difference between the best and worst responses in 
the current simplex was less than a predetermined value89 the 
simplex had converged.89,90,91 Upon convergence, the center 
of the last simplex was calculated, since if the simplex were 
straddling the optimum the center might represent a lower 
energy than any of the points. 

Finally, in any work such as the above where the geometry 
is optimized, one parameter varied and the geometry reop-
timized, it is economical to use the final values of the param
eters from optimization k in setting up the initial simplex for 
optimization (k + 1). This was done by setting 

and 

LNEW - VQLD — (HOLD — LQLD)/2 

HNEW - VQLD + (HOLD — LQLD)/2 

" The lifetime is expressed in terms of the number of successive 
simplices in which the point appears. 

where LNEW and HNEW are respectively the low and high 
values of the variable in question to be used in the new simplex, 
VOLD is the optimized value from the previous simplex, and 
HOLD and LOLD are respectively the high and low values of the 
parameter used in the first simplex. 

This Simplex procedure is quite efficient. For each of the 
optimizations used in this paper an average of 40 iterations was 
necessary. Using the conventional filled hypercube, with three 
values of each variable, 729 calculations would have been 
necessary, with five values, 15 625 calculations, and with ten 
values, no less than 106 calculations. 

A Fortran V92 program has been written to perform the 
Simplex optimizations with either CNDO/293 or INDO39 total 
energy as the response. The program will accommodate a 
maximum of 20 atoms, 54 independent variables, and 50 
atomic orbitals.94 

A completely different set of modifications of the basic 
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Simplex algorithm has been used by Nelder and Mead,95'96 

while Dewar,,9'50'56m'P'i-9S Schmidt,99 and van Dijk et al.100 

have each reported results obtained by using these modifica
tions in conjunction with MINDO/2 or CNDO/2. 

Finally, it should be noted that the various Simplex algo
rithms are quite general, and can be of use in a wide variety of 
chemical or nonchemical problems.101 
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Jones' work23 has therefore shown that if diazo-frans-2,3-diphenylcy-
clopropane opens with loss of N2 rather than by the initial formation of 
the carbene, then the repulsive interactions between the phenyl substit
uents and the leaving group are less than between the phenyl groups and 
the rest of the molecule. Furthermore, if the "leaving group" does not 
have the ring plane as a mirror plane as in i then one of the two paths a 
or one of the two paths b may be favored. 

(29) The proposal of steric control of conrotatory or monorotatory openings 
is consistent with the fact that trisubstituted cyclopropylidenes open to 
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Procedure 

The calculations were carried out using a spin-unrestricted 
version8 of M I N D O / 3 9 together with the associated DFP 
geometry program.9 The procedure was otherwise the same 
as in part 1.' All geometries were optimized with respect to all 
geometrical variables, no assumptions whatsoever being 

1 made. 

Notation 

Reactions are indicated in the text in parentheses, e.g., (5 
—• 6). Transition states are represented likewise, but using 
square brackets, e.g., [5 — 6] would be the transition state for 
( 5 - 6 ) . 

Results and Discussion 

(1) Properties of 5 and 6. Figure 1 shows the geometries, 
heats of formation, and distributions of formal charge calcu
lated for TMI (5) and CHMI (6). 

The heat of formation calculated for 5 (212.2 kcal/mol) 
agrees very well with experiment (215 kcal/mol10). The ge
ometry is interesting, corresponding to a distortion of the ring 
in the direction of the classical structure 7. This can be un
derstood very easily in terms of PMO theory1' by arguments 
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